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Eclipsing data silos
Fred Banfield and Susan Wick speak exclusively to Ailbhe Goodbody about SourceOne,
Eclipse Mining Technologies’ new collaborative integrative platform and data management
solution that has been specifically designed for the mining industry
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ourceOne is a data integration
and management platform that
is Eclipse Mining Technologies’
new flagship product. Launched on
February 24 at the MineXchange
2020 SME Annual Conference &
Expo in Phoenix, Arizona, US, the
SourceOne platform is designed to
bidirectionally integrate a mining
operation’s applications, allowing for
data fluidity and enabling
collaboration.
SourceOne can organise,
aggregate and store data along
with its context, allowing a mining
company to drill down into its data
history. Built from the ground up
specifically with mining in mind, the
company describes it as the mining
industry’s first integrative vendoragnostic platform.

Overall, Susan Wick, CEO of
Eclipse Mining Technologies, feels
that the launch of SourceOne at the
show went well: “We’ve had nothing
but positive comments.”
Fred Banfield, chairman of Eclipse
Mining Technologies, says: “Most of
the people we’ve talked to recognise the need for it – that’s the most
significant thing I have taken in
from what other people have said
[about SourceOne].”
Banfield highlights why
interoperability is so important in
modern mining technology. “Over
the years, people have developed
all these applications that do
brilliant things, but they don’t always
share the data,” he tells MM. “If they
aren’t using the right data, the value
of the applications are negated.”

He says that historically,
manually transferring data between
different programs has been a timeconsuming activity fraught with the
possibility of mistakes. With the
increased volume of data generated
by modern technology, being able
to share data between applications
is critical.
Banfield points out that if you look
at technical reports from mines,
many of them are the result of
people using up to three or four
different pieces of software for their
NI 43-101 reports (a codified set of
rules and guidelines for reporting
and displaying information related to
mineral properties that are owned
by, or explored by, companies which
report these results on stock
exchanges within Canada).
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“They’re transferring the data
from one to the other, so that every
time they make a data transfer,
there’s possibility of introducing
errors,” he notes.
Wick thinks that mines should own
their data. “In many cases, vendors
can’t transfer the data easily,” she
explains. “But if [the mines] own and
can use all their data, the results
they get will change. That’s something that hasn’t always been available historically to the industry.”

KNOWING THE INDUSTRY
Banfield founded the mining
software company Mintec in
1970 and served as its chairman
until it was acquired by Hexagon
in 2014. Wick worked for Mintec
too, as its chief operating officer.

The rest of the Eclipse team is
also well versed in mining and
technology, and Wick and Banfield
believe this understanding of the
industry gives the company an
edge. “Our software developers all
understand the problem,” says
Banfield. “They’re not just working
from somebody’s analysis; they
understand why they’re doing what
they’re doing, so it makes a big
difference.”
Wick agrees: “They’ve worked in
mining and the developers have
worked in mining; there is a
background across the board.”
Many technology companies
have moved across into mining
from other sectors, such as the
automotive or military industries,
and may not fully understand

the mining industry’s unique
challenges.
“It’s a very special set of data that
we’re dealing with,” comments
Wick. “Other industries come in to
try to deliver some technology that
they think would be useful, but it
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SourceOne’s features
According to Eclipse Mining Technologies, SourceOne
revolutionises data connectivity and data management to
improve processes, manage risk and facilitate the adoption
of future technology such as artificial intelligence and
machine learning.
SourceOne delivers a unified view of a mine’s data, providing
actionable information to help mining companies make
informed decisions. With this solution, mining companies will
own all their data, allowing them to improve their mine’s
efficiency and productivity.
Some of its features include:
• An integrative open platform that allows for easy integration
with existing mining applications, extending the life and
capabilities of the current legacy solutions, while permitting
adoption of innovative new technology;
• Mining specific data management, as the optimised data
management system is the first non-legacy, truly mining
specific data management system on the market;

• Advanced auditability that allows for replication of workflows
and results, and review and validation of data history;

• Built without technology barriers, its software optimally
•
•
•
•

incorporates the latest advances in software design. It has
no legacy limitations, making it fast and agile, and flexible
for integration;
Redefined user experience with a fresh approach to software
interaction. Inspired by design principles from outside
industries, Eclipse has redesigned the interfaces and workflows
to make complex mining problems easier to solve;
People oriented technical support led by individuals with real
mining experience who are solution oriented;
Performance speed, as the solution can vastly improve efficiency
and production – optimisation of performance in all areas is a
priority, from visualisation to the software engines; and
A comprehensive suite of mining tools, beginning with
applications specific to each component of the mine
planning process.

The KCA Carbon Converter

Recover Gold From Your Carbon Fines On Site
Kappes, Cassiday & Associates has now launched the
KCA Carbon Converter furnace system, which allows
you to turn your carbon fines and used carbon into a
product you can leach, or smelt directly, to produce
gold/silver bullion. Mercury and other volatiles are
collected, and final mercury emissions meet emission
standards of every US state and foreign country. The unit
can treat wet and dirty carbons so your “trash” carbon
is now a valuable resource. KCA has spent six years and
nearly $3 million to develop a very sophisticated unit,
and has just shipped its first commercial order.

www.kcareno.com/kca-carbon-converter
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has to be adapted [to the mining
industry]. Without that knowledge,
it can be a little challenging.
“I don’t think too many groups
could have accomplished this task.
It is a combination of knowing
mining, and knowing technology,
and having worked with mines long
enough to understand what their
needs are and being able to
respond to that. If we didn’t have
those pieces, I’m not sure
[SourceOne] would have been the
successful tool that it’s going to be
for the mining industry.”
One of the benefits of SourceOne
is that it is unlimited by legacy constraints. “When we started writing
software originally, we brought out
tools and applications, and later on
we began to link them together so
they would flow logically from one
application to another,” explains
Banfield. “But what happens is these

tools are sometimes developed
using different data storage methods, different protocols and different
interfaces.
“SourceOne is an attempt to go
back and start from the beginning to
build a structure where all the data is
stored so it can be interchanged,
tracked and audited, and it has a single interface with consistent rules
and behaviour.”
Wick gives some simple examples
that demonstrate SourceOne’s ease
of finding historical and contextual
data. “If you send a report up to
corporate, they can drill down
[into the data history] if they have
questions about the report,” she
says. “They don’t have to come back
to you and say ‘Tell me this, tell me
that’ – they can just drill down and
get the original data, the whole
context, and where those answers
came from.
“Another example might be if
you’ve got somebody working on
a project and something happens
to them; that result, the progress
and the context is all stored, it
didn’t go anywhere. If somebody
decides to leave a job, a lot of the
time some internal knowledge
and intelligence leaves with them.
This helps the mine preserve some
of that.”
Banfield adds: “It provides some
continuity with the data. Years later,
when you go back and look at how
something was done because you
want to figure out why it did or

didn’t work out, you can track how
things were done and what data was
used. It’s not lost. This system allows
you to store all the data in one big
place where everything is indexed,
and it has metadata so it can be
searched and found.”

THE FUTURE
Another feature of SourceOne is that
it can facilitate the future adoption
of advanced technologies such as
artificial intelligence and machine
learning. They are not included in
the platform at this point, but there
is a possibility they could be down
the line.
“Before you can do any of those
things you have to have good data,”
says Banfield. “What we’re really trying to do is to provide the data, and
to provide it in a way that can be
linked to those applications.”
Wick comments: “We’re preparing
the mining industry for being able to
make those adoption choices.”
She adds that it is important to
recognise that the role of technology in mining is constantly changing,
with upcoming technologies such as
5G on the horizon.
“[Technology] is a change that
mines will want to step into sooner
rather than later,” she says. “As the
amount of data generated grows,
the problem becomes much bigger
over time. You want to step through
it and adopt it in a rational,
thoughtful way because change
management can be hard.”
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